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VOLUME II
MODERN COASTAL COUTURE

ingnited by the inspiring art of travel shine by s.h.o’s

new spring collection is a feast for the senses. 

designed with a classic neutral palette

designer susan hornbeak-ortiz, 

transports us to far flung locales with this 

modern bespoke collection 

designed & made in California 
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 s.h.o

“i have always been drawn to capturing the essence of beauty

in all its forms”

s u s a n  h o r n b e a k - o r t i z



8 9 s.h.o spring mood board + eiffel tower artwork

INSpIRED
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colette bed, recamier nightstands, halston pendants and mia rug
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s imone cabinet in bleached blanc oak, 

gold leaf details and snakeskin inlay + magnolia artwork  
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b E A U T I f U L  +    b O L D

odette sofa in blush velvet and bleached blanc oak legs

art deco inspired silhouette with sleek 

lines defining the new modern
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chloe cabinet in bleached blanc oak 

with gold leaf details and bronze mirror + jaipur artwork
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ExqUISITE
craft, tradit ion + unexpected curves creates a refined 

design aesthetic. this cultured style is a perfect touch of 

glamour for the modern sophisticate

clarisse sofa in bronze velvet with bleached blanc oak legs
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VISIONARy 

giselle console in silver leaf and white carrera marble + ganges artwork
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b E S p O k E

guinevere chaise in white bamboo linen with bleached blanc 

oak legs + nanette pendant large in gold leaf + bleached blanc oak 

the shine by s.h.o collection is 

bench-made in california by skilled artisans
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UNExpECTED    + pURE

amelie sofa in white bamboo linen with  

bleached blanc oak legs and bronze velvet accent pillows
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celeste bar in white lacquer, gold leaf 

and bleached blanc oak details and interior

p O L I S H E D     +   R E f I N E D

celeste bar in white lacquer over oak with 

bleached blanc oak interior and gold leaf details and bronze mirror

inspired geometry, clean lines and subtle changes

in texture, color and depth breed a contemporary classic
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MODERN + 
bRILLIANT

celine coffee table in bleached blanc oak with snakeskin

and gold leaf details + camile pendant in antique gold leaf and led lighting
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halo cabinet in white lacquer with antique gold details + 

doucet pendant in polished nickel finish + 

belle coffee table in bronze gold finish with antique mirror top

C R I S p
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hand crafted materials combined in poetic

modern silouhettes

pOETIC

ines cabinet in bleached blanc oak with waterfall carrera marble top
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the lover of art + architecture will appreciate

the alluring, sculpted nature of our new collection

oslo console grande in bronze gold leaf with 

white paonazzo marble top + colette banquette in gray chateau velvet  

gRACEfUL
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from modern to vintage, this collection will ignite your senses

and encourage you to explore new design possibilit ies

INSpIRED

 l ille grande dining table in ebony cerused oak and gold 

leaf bases + nanette pendant small in gold leaf and bleached blanc oak
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fORM   + fUNCTION

 marchesa coffee table in walnut and antique gold leaf 

+ lilly chair in white bamboo linen and 

blush natural silk with bleached blanc oak legs
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recamier six drawer dresser in white 

lacquer, bleached blanc oak 

and antique silver leaf details

 + halston pendant in gold leaf over iron

ELEgANT +    

CONTEMpORARy 



42 43mila 34 chandelier in walnut and antique silver leaf

 + amelie chair in bronze velvet with bleached blanc oak legs

demonstrating discriminating taste and the luxury of comfort

ARTISTIC LUxURy
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D R A M AT I C  +   U N E x p E C T E D

 brussels grande dini ing table in ebony cerused 

oak, antique gold leaf details + paonazzo marble inlay top
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our brand goal is to create a connection that transcends

sight and touch but extends to stir emotions

CLASSIC  +  ORIgINAL 

colette sofa in gray velvet with water based 

oak legs + basque chandelier in white oak + pewter details
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VISIONARy

sacha bed in bronze velvet with bleached blanc oak leg

great design is difficult to define in words, 

but is defintely felt

the beauty of movement at rest
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SCULpTURAL +    

 
 

gaultier buffet in white lacquer + valentina pendant in gold leaf over iron

timeless shapes molded, carved and forged by hand

our collection pushes beyond beauty to deliver functional purpose

gEOMETRIC
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jUxTApOSITION

channel sofa in eco leather with water based 

oak plinth base + halston coffee table in gold leaf 

with white marble top + recamier two drawer nightstand

 in white lacquer, water based oak and gold leaf details

we innovate by pushing tradit ional boundries

design is complex life should be simple
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objects that shine

objects that breathe

gILDED

halston coffee table in gold leaf over iron 

and white marble top + detail of 

cambria cabinet in gold leaf and water based oak

bEAUTy
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bENCH MADE

mila console in white lacquer with water based oak and antique silver leaf

your imagination and gravity are your only

limitations with our custom capabilit ies
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shine by s.h.o
laguna design center

23811 aliso creek road

suite 102

laguna niguel, california

usa

92677

(888) 574-4634 toll free

(949) 643-1000   p

(949) 643-1002   f

info@shinebysho.com

www.shinebysho.com

sabine cabinet in bisque lacquer 

with white lacquer, silver and pewter stripe details

pricing | tearsheets | fabrics | finishes | catalogs

available online www.shinebysho.com
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